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Colonias history
Colonias began developing as early as the 1950s for a variety of reasons and have grown rapidly as people settled in border areas seeking opportunities. Temporary farm 
worker housing became permanent, and developers sold off agriculturally worthless land for low payments under “contract for deed” financing. Developers were allowed 
to withhold or revoke deeds pending full payment, making it nearly impossible for residents to finance construction or improvements. As a result, residents built their own 
homes, gradually, as resources became available, a practical tradition that is still a source of pride among colonia residents today.
Colonias remain one of the only options for low-income residents (Lot for house average between 1000/2000 USD )unable to secure traditional mortgages or to pass credit 
checks and provide security deposits for rentals. Many colonias continue to lack clean water and adequate sewage and drainage.
Nonetheless, many colonia residents have organized over time, incorporated their communities and gained access to more services. The 1995 Colonias Fair Land Sales Act 
offers some protections to residents relying on contracts for deed to finance property, assisting in residents’ efforts to bring roads and utilities to their communities.

Colonias



What is a Colonia?
-United States FEDERAL STATUTE defines a Colonia as a community that: 
(1) Is in the state of Arizona, California, New Mexico, or Texas.
(2) Is within 150 miles (240 km) of the U.S.-Mexico border, except for any metropolitan area exceeding one million people.
(3) On the basis of objective criteria, lacks adequate sewage systems and lacks decent, safe, and sanitary housing.
(4) Was in existence as a colonia before November 28, 1990.
-HUD (United States Department of Housing and Urban Development) describes colonias as:
‘rural communities and neighbourhoods located within 240km of the US-Mexican border that lack adequate infrastructure and frequently also lack other basic services’

Texas is home to more colonias residents than any other state. Approximately 500,000 Texans live in 2,300 colonia communities along the 1,248-mile stretch  
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Las Lomas....629 households out of which 72.3% had children under the age of 18 living with them...

As of the census of 2000, there were 2,684 people, 629 householdsresiding in the CDP. Hispanic or Latino of any race were 99.37% of the population. There were 629 house-
holds out of which 72.3% had children under the age of 18 living with them, 76.9% were married couples living together, 14.5% had a female householder with no husband 
present, and 4.8% were non-families. 4.8% of all households were made up of individuals and 3.5% had someone living alone who was 65 years of age or older. The average 
household size was 4.27 and the average family size was 4.39.The median age was 21 years. For every 100 females there were 100.7 males. For every 100 females age 18 and 
over, there were 92.4 males. The median income for a household in the CDP was $10,927, and the median income for a family was $11,000. Males had a median income of 
$9,833 versus $9,643 for females. The per capita income for the CDP was $3,877. About 72.6% of families and 70.7% of the population were below the poverty line, includ-
ing 73.2% of those under age 18 and 51.4% of those age 65 or over. High birth rates and immigration push population growth in colonias to 1.5/2.5 times the USA average
44.9% < 18 years
18 years < 11.3% < 24 years
24 years < 27.5% < 44 years
45 years < 12.9% < 64 years
3.4% > 65 years

Rio grande city area- Las Lomas
1. Rio Grande City

2. The Strip
3. Las Lomas Colonia

4. New colonia - Hermosa

Starr County
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Preconception versus Reality



My Preconception
The impression I had from looking at pictures and articles on the internet was of a very deprived situation. I imagined there was no electricity, water, paved road and 
generally I was expecting a complete absence of basic infrastructure.... I imagined something like a shanty town..

My preconception is summarised in the below extract:
Inside a Jumble of Poverty, Texans Build a Future: ‘The New York Times’ : RIO GRANDE CITY, Tex. — Along muddy roads invisible from the highway, some families crowd into 
battered trailers patched with plywood. Others jam into self-constructed dwellings that seem designed by Dr. Seuss — wood and tall paper shacks attached to half-finished 
concrete-block rooms, wires and hoses snaking in. The counties of South Texas are among the nation’s poorest, and their jumbled subdivisions, known as colonias, home 
to 400,000 Hispanic-Americans, can certainly look the part. Since the 1950s, developers have carved small lots from mesquite woodlands and floodplains, selling them to 
workers with the promises that utilities, sewers and paved roads would follow. They rarely did, and for decades the colonias were seen as hopeless slums...



The Reality
The situation was a lot better than I had expected..they had water, electricity, paved roads and all the basic infrastructure.... of course some houses were more advanced 
than others and you can still see that they build incrementally so there are families that live in trailers etc..but overall I would say that there is no real scope to look at 
improving the basic needs...however.........



The assumption is that dwellers can’t improve the public infrastructure of colonias alone through self development because they do not have the money nor the skills... At 
the moment they can only just develop their individual plot...
=>how can they find the money to invest in the infrastructure / services of the town/ in the collective?
     i.e: that which could make the town an entity and not just suburbia made out of individual plots..
=>they need support and investment
=>there has to be an idea, a holistic approach, a long term vision that they can buy into and develop over time
=>imagine what could be the catalyst for aggregation
=>what could attract and retain dwellers

Thus, it is not a planned dictated city but it is a city wich needs an idea about how to plan and include a civic structure, a communal core...a place to interact and collaborate 

=> attract and retain => core engine of development which is able to:
• attract dwellers
• give plus value to the location
• make of it a town and not a suburbia
• give dwellers a sense of ownership
• unite dwellers
• support self development
• is long term

Dictated vision, 
civic structure

Developed by individuals, 
self driven project &

Contract....My role
Tension = key



The lack of public infrastructure and public life...

Walking around in Las Lomas......A lot of dogs and fences...no pavement...very warm and hot...nowhere to stop or rest in the shade...one cafe/corner shop...no one else 
walking..cars beeping at us as we were the only ones walking..the community centre being the only place where we could go...I started to think of it as a safe hub...not many 
points of reference...just house after house after house...no public space...nowhere really where to go...we met noone...why would one walk?



Lack of public infrastructure....Walls dominate the streets encouraging no exchange and activities
Because the city has evolved around individual plots of land as it was developed incrementally by the individuals that lived as they had acees to money the houses are 
looked after and ‘advanced’ but there is a complete lack of public infrastructure... people developed as they had the money but all the effort has gone into the individuality 
of their samall houses..there is NO public infrastructure.. ..to provide public infrastructure is  the basis for my project..........



Most houses are surrounded by walls....
there is no connection between public and private space...there is no interaction between people..no exchange and no place for potential exchange....



Be it the more advanced houses......’Pink Statement’



Or as the first move......they almost all erect a wall !!



The chance to challenge the walls and reinterpret the threshold with the streets...
My project will try to challenge the walls and reinterpret the threshold between private and public, between houses and streets so to allow for some activities to spill out 
onto the streets so that people can interact and start living this neighborhood!! This little tacos shop is an example that there are activities that happen in or around the 
houses. Because they lack the money to buy another piece of land they turn part of their houses into public places...shops etc. Thus, the idea is to build on this existing pat-
tern creating little interventions along a main street so that people are encouraged to go from one to the other..thus starting to walk..(their expressed desire!!), but also live 
this neighborhood and its streets so that it is safer. This might also encourage business and people to come back and live here...I also think a high street with some shops 
would give a hierarchy and a point of focus to this town....a sense of urbanity...people might start to be pround of being from here....



Mechanic....when we discovered the importance of local businesses
Having a puncture in the middle of nowhere...not being able to locate the tools in the rented car...finding the one and only shop in a 10km radius...talking to the woman 
who runs it (her house is just behind it...)..She took one of us to the mechanic back in Las Lomas and explained to him our situation....she then drove us back to our car and 
helped us put the emergency wheel on ...with it we drove back to the mechanic and repaired the problem....(the mechanic repaired it very quickly and it cost less than 10$..)...
This taught me the importance of having small local businesses..we would have been lost if she had not been there to help and direct us thru an environment that she 
knew!...the importance of microeconomics and community..the importance of local skills and local services experienced in first hand...! Having a puncture was actually a 
useful accident...



The characteristics of the place

LEAVE
COLONIAS

STAY IN
COLONIAS

Residents...matriarcal society

Ambition 

Necessity of encouraging local activities...so to allow young educated people to stay. This 
wold support a sustainable growth and improvement of colonias

Incremental growth and building system

Climate



Blanca
Blanca planned her home herself contracting different 
bits off. She started with 3 rooms. There were no paved 
road when she started living here ( in fact paved roads 
are somehing quite new maybe 3/5 years). The central 
road callled Embassy road was paved first and he others 
followed. As the road were being paved they were also 
given a name. Because she was on the board she named 
the road in which she lieves with her surname: Juarez. 

She has three sons  and one adopted one.  One of her 
sons is a teacher. He came back to Rio Grande because 
he wanted to be close to her and he went to teach at a 
nearby school. When he asked who was from a colonia 
no one raised their hands. He then said that he himself 
was from las Lomas and that there were no reasons to 
be ashamed/ hide it from him...most pupils then raised 
their hands. He stopped working there quite quickly be-
casue he didn’t like the ‘politics’ of this area. 

Blanca now works for the government but says she will 
never leave Las Lomas. Her kids want her to leave be-
cause they say that there is nothing there but she insists 
on saying that it is her home and that therefore she 
would never want to leave. She says that she lives for 
her sons and wants all of them to o to college....this is 
her priority. This is the main thing she argues about with 
her sons and her greatest achievement

Amida
She used to follow her parents that were migrant 
workers working in the fields.She started working in 
the fields when she was 1. She was constantly changing 
school and she found this very difficultso when she 
remained pregnant she felt that she had to settle down 
and decide: either California or here. She decides to 
move back to Las Lomas. Her children were not allowed 
to leave the house because she didn’t want them to mix 
with the bad kids. The bad kids were the neighbours 
who were living next door. She said that most of them 
are now in prison. To make them stay at ome she bought 
a cable TV...(She has three kids) If they wanted to go 
leave she would tell them ‘you can go but leave me 
the keys because you are not coming back’. She is very 
proud of them. The daughter works in Rio Grande (she 
is a nurse..she is pregnant. Her husband only just found 
work in Walmart. Bith of them live with Amida and her 
husband. Her son works in El Paso as a border patrol 
agent. She has never approved of it: she is scared for 
him and also she believes taht the immigrants that he is 
fighting against are people like them...The third kid also 
works far away as there are no jobs in the area.

Amidas’ husband used to work about 3 hours drive away 
but has recently been layed off. She jokingly says that 
she dislikes having him around not doing anything...
she was used to have her own space during the day so 
to keep him busy she has volunteered him to help do 
some work in Blanca’s house.

Priscilla
She is not from Las lomas but she decided to work in 
the community centre to help people get out of their 
situation...and also do something for herself..she wants 
to work and sees successfull wemen coming out of the 
community centre..

She explains that young people have little possibilities 
to get out of this situation and dream of a better fu-
ture. She uses as example her nephew (that we have 
also met).. He is 24 and seems to be a very nice guy..
However, he has dropped out of college to assist his 
grand dad which was really ill of cancer and eventually 
died. His father died when he was much younger so he 
is now alone with his mum, sister and older brother. He 
says that he would like to go back to college but also 
wants to stay close to his mum...he  told us that he is 
not doing anything with his life.....but that he does not 
really know what he could do..he doesn’t think he is 
good enough.....He is also the only one that alludes to 
the ‘strange’ things that happen on the border saying 
that people cross his ranch every evening to smuggle 
things in..he says he has wholes in his fence where cars 
drove across...He insists on the fact that there is nothing 
to do in Las Lomas and surroundings..he says that there 
are no jobs and no activity....

Wemen Society 

YES ONE CAN!....have an ambition!!!!!



EDUCATION : JOBS :
immigrants USA

LEAVE
COLONIAS

STAY IN
COLONIAS

0.636 - 0.700
0.701 - 0.765
0.766 - 0.830
0.831 - 0.895
0.896 - 0.950

HDI 2000

Migration
Human Development Report map, which uses HDI, the Human Development Index, as a measure of the general level of development on both sides of the US-Mexico 
border. What is interesting is that the lowest HDI county on the US side (Starr County Texas) is higher than the highest HDI municipality in Mexico. This is, of course, likely 
not a shock to anyone paying attention to the situation. Still, it continues to underscore that fundamental aspect of this situation: it is the disparity of wealth between the 
two countries that continues to create the synergy of migration over the border. (Steven Taylor blog)



Allow them to stay in Las lomas if they want....

Encourage activities and business as well as civility...sense of belonging and being proud of it!...sustainable growth..



Incremental building and development

1    Trailer....

2    House in construction + trailer....

3.   Half finished house....

+  .....
Incremental building and development



Hot climate and need for shade....desert = site!
Rio Grande City Area average temperatures:
• January: 7 to 20.5 Degrees celcius
• April: 16.5 to 31 Degrees celcius
• July: 23 to 37 Degrees celcius
• October: 17 to 30.5 Degrees celcius

Under 20 cm  

20 to 40 cm

40 to 80 cm

80 to 120 cm

Over 120 cm

Average annual rainfall



Putting the Colonia on the map...connections and the expressed desire to be abe to walk...



The strip presence and connection to the city vs the colonias isolation...
Put the colonia back on the map.....to increase the prominance of the colonia it is necessary to make it a point of destination, thus, one has to create shops, jobs, signs, 
people walking, life!!...It is necessary to create a high street/ a focal point..a destination within it that will start to revitalise the area and also hopefully create some jobs al-
lowing children to remain tehre if they wish..thus making it sustainable! 



Challenge car urbanism....Put the colonia back on the map...give it a character...
Give the Colonias their own individual character to attract activity and investment....thus challenge the strip culture whilst also connecting them back to the strip and the 
city. By encouraging a high street that would create a circular route...



[Academic use only] 

Connecting the Colonias to the city

Rio grande city area- Las Lomas
1. Rio Grande City
2. The Strip
3. Las Lomas Colonia
4. New colonia - Hermosa
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Car vs Pedestrian Allocated Space
...Encourage Walking

Car
Pedestrian

Private 

Now People/ Public = ?

Car

The incredible dominance of the car over people & the potential of walking...
Texas A&M researchers found out that: ‘Rather than ride a bike or drive short distances within the colonia, residents walked whenever it was practical. This was true even 
at night, despite the border’s reputation as a high-crime area.  Also, although having small businesses in the community also encouraged walking, “we found that people 
walked more for social/recreational purposes, to interact with their neighbors, for example,” says Dr. Chanam Lee, associate professor in Texas A&M’s Department of 
Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning. “Part of that is culturally representative of the Hispanic community, but it also speaks to the mobility limitations of residents 
and the lack of utilitarian destinations in the colonia.”

Existing situation: 

The only attempt to encourage 
people to walk has been made at 
Colonias Unidas. Here they have 
built a pavement in their garden..
but it is unsuccesfull....Why?...I shall 
study this in greater depth to learn 
from their mistakes...

No pavements....No public realm!! No pavements....No public realm!!



Nolli Map 
...Starting a High Street

Car vs Pedestrian Allocated Space
...Encourage Walking

Visual Display
...Increasing Activity

Private Space
Public Space

Semi Public Semi Pri-

Car
Pedestrian

Existing + 2 years + 4 years + 6 years + 10 years ++++ ? years

Highest Intensity



Case study: The attempt to allow people to walk made at Colonias Unidas.....it does not work, why?

Within the community centre they already but a pavement in their garden in the hope that people would go there and walk but, how can someone walk without a destination?
Why does it not work? a few speculations
• there is no destination, one can only walk in a circle 
• there is no shade..there are a few trees but generally it is too exposed to the sun to be a comfortable plece where to walk
• it does not stretch between interest points..it does not act as a connector...it does not support your activity it is an activity in itself
• it is not part of the city it is within the community centre...



The gift...a public module...



Precedent: Blancas’ office in Rio Grande City
This is Blanca favourite building in town and the type of architecture that she prefers!..it is a courtyard building with trees in the middle of the court.  The buildings that 
surround the court tend to have porticos and porches so that one can move to the shade..and sit on the benches that have been carefully placed under the porches. There 
is alsoa fountain. The sound of the water is very calming and the breeze that moves the drops of water around very cooling...It is a very comfortable building that was built 
under Mexican influence as it lays on the shores of the Rio Grande river...very near the border...



1 2

3

A combination of activity and ‘porticos’.....
to create comfortable places where to stop, meet, interact..get to know one another...Live the city!

1/2 . Blanca’s office which she described as her favourite building
3. Old photo of Rio Grande City in his ‘glory’ days found in the office

Also used throughout Rio Grande City...



1

2

1/2. Blanca’s office which she described as her favourite building

Benches under the shade....a first public infrastructure...?
The benches have been carefully placed under the porches so to get advantage of the shade and allow people to interact...exchange..get t oknow one another.....



Module = First Public Element
Column/ Pillar as first public module creating places 
to rest, interact...

StreetPublicSemi Public....shops etcPrivate











Structure for future development

Backrest

Roof/ New storey floor/ Trellis

Seat

Solar Stills

Module as public element 

Column/ Pillar as first public module and prototype for future development in green building  technologies and re-use of local materials ... The 6 pillar structure to allow 
future development.....

initial concept sketch



Bridge Classrooms

Lixiadong Atelier - A contemporary take on the archetype of the inhabited 
bridge. Supported on concrete piers, the simple steel structure acts like a giant 
box girder that’s been slightly dislocated, so the building subtly twists, rises 
and falls as it spans the creek. Inside are a pair of almost identical, wedge-
shaped classrooms, each tapering towards the mid point of the structure. 
Catalysing a sense of place and history, Li Xiaodong sees the project as more 
than just a school, but a social centre for the entire village. 

I particularly like the idea of combining movement area with community 
space. The idea of mixing classrooms and bridge means that this becomes an 
obligatory point of attraction (due to its usefulness) which means that people 
are more likely to use the community classrooms...This idea would help me in 
the colonias..connecting pavement and walking to business, shops etc..would 
make them destinations...

Precedents...
I like the bridge school mainly because of it combining public movement i.e bridge with public spaces....Improving connections/ laying the grounds for a city whilst creating 
meeting points..points to socialise....On the other side villa Norrköping is a beautiful example of how a module can very in size and become the basis for public infrastructure...
from small shelter to rooms

Module...from small shelter to...........



Challenge existing use of imported materials 
Now there is an intensive use of concrete blocks bought in Mexico as well as imported cheap materials such as corrugated metal etc..



Encourage use of readily available local materials
It is a desert after all..so there is abundant  earth..that can be use as building material
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Column/ Pillar as  prototype for re-use of local materials...i.e adobe and caliche 

60% of Texas is covered in caliche...Module= Prototype for re use of local materials...caliche and adobe
Caliche (the calcium carbonate mineral) is used in construction worldwide. The caliche reserves in the Llano Estacado in Texas can be used in the manufacture of Portland 
cement; the caliche meets the chemical composition requirements and has been used as a principal raw material in Portland cement production in at least one Texas plant. 
Where the calcium carbonate content is over 80 %, caliche can also be fired and used as a source of lime in areas, which can then be used for soil stabilization. Caliche berm 
surrounding a stock tank in central Texas. When mixed with small amounts of either pozzolan or Portland cement, caliche can also be used as a building material that will 

exceed the building code requirements for unfired masonry materials. For example, caliche was used to build some of the Mayan buildings in 
the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico. A dormitory in Ingram, Texas and a demonstration building in Carrizo Springs, Texas for the 
United States Department of Energy were also built using caliche as part of studies by the Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems.

Adobe Caliche

With the help and suppoty of Texas A&M centre for alternative technologies ...Plyni..and the impact 2000....
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Max wall height = 10 x wall thickness.Very good load bearing 
strength so good pillar...



Sending the gift

From: Marta Cavatorta [mailto:martacavatorta@gmail.com]......To: Blanca Juarez

Dear Blanca,

Happy belated new year! I really hope you had a good start of 2011..

As you know, following our visit at the end of November, Bara and I have been working on our year project focused on the Colonias. I have to admit that the thing that I 
found most interesting about Las Lomas was seeing your and Colonias Unidas commitment to the community. I did not imagine that there would have been such a strong 
support and community feel, and this makes La Lomas a unique place.

I felt however that the architecture did not reflect the community feeling, neither encourage exchange. In fact there is little if any public space and most houses are isolated 
on themselves. For instance, there are very few shops, cafes, parks, even pavements are missing.

I know Bara is looking at a way to introduce pavements. I have decided to start from there, adding a long term development strategy. To do so I have being looking for an 
element that would encourage public space and activities and could be developed over time.

I have imagined a structure similarly to a porch that could act as an extension to the houses and would extend over the pavement so to create sheltered spaces along it. 
Under it, people could ‘hide’ from the sun or sit and talk together.

The element is made of 1 to 6 pillars that also act as benches. The pillars are structural elements so that over time one could build a second storey above. The idea is that 
over time the individual structures could be connected to create porticoes that cover the pavements and create a pleasant public space and place where to walk.

I think that these porches give people the potential to improve their houses and also, if they adopted the system, they would parallel improve the public space and create 
a better city, with a stronger sense of unity. This might also attract investment, as people see the city as a more desirable place, with more people walking and living on the 
streets, and shops/ activities along the pavements.

To let you understand my idea better, I have sent you a model and a few images of it. I believe you should receive it within the next few days and hopefully it will still be 
standing after the long journey!

I would really appreciate it if, once you receive the model, you could let me know what your first thoughts and reactions are to this idea. Your feedback will definitely help 
me in structuring my thoughts when approaching the new Colonia.

Many Thanks in advance,

Marta

from Blanca Juarez <bjuarez@sos.state.tx.us>......To: Marta Cavatorta <martacavatorta@gmail.com>
 
Hi !!! Marta

Likewise, Happy New Year

When I receive  the model I will see if it will be something that we can encourage our community, to me it sounds very good, but let see, I am very happy that you are think-
ing of Las lomas and “just” maybe we can create a better living condition among our community.

Thanks,

Blanca Juarez



People involved in the project
1. Pliny Fisk (Inventor/’ Eco warrior’/ Director- Center for maximun potential building systems)
2. Logan Wagner (Professor of technology and  renewable local materials Texas A&M)
3. Peter Lang (Professor - Texas A&M)
4. Priscilla (Colonias Unidas 
5. Blanca Juarez (Local resident - .................
6. Cecilia Giusti ( Professor Texas A&M)
7. Amida (Local Resident - ...........
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The strip 
Rio Grande City

Existing Colonia

How to build a new town in the USA today?

New colonia site





An ice cream shop with a porch....one of the only things present on the new site, a good start!..



concept sketch...

Start with the public module and public infrastructure....

Existing colonia walled off.....No interaction and activity Modules that connect onto the streets Interaction, collaboration.. TOTO

A number of public infrastructures

A denser centre



A centre, i.e...the catalyst and testing ground.....
A public building where the module is built, tested, showed off and used.. So the residents understand its potential and learn how to use it (so that they can adopt it to build 
their own houses/ shops..).... They can also make extra to sell them to the other existing colonia and make a profit to invest in their city...to build pavements..lights...Then, 
the building remains as a public space .... what should it be.... education!?....

Research playground

Pliny Fisk Research in new technologies and local materials

Adobe blocks

Solar Stills

Water catchment

Water pumping windmills

sutainable

1. Research...... 2. Use of local materials... 3. Construction... 4. Testing and living the public 
building

5. Adopt the module for individual 
construction....!?

The centre...the catalyst and testing ground for the module.....
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